Side-chain dynamics of an alpha-helical polypeptide monitored by fluorescence.
The "blob" model, developed to analyze the fluorescence decays of polymers randomly labeled with pyrene, has been applied to a series of pyrene-labeled poly(glutamic acid)s (PyPGA) in DMF and carbonated buffer solutions at pH 9. Poly(glutamic acid) (PGA) exists in the ionized form in the buffer solutions as poly(sodium glutamate) (PGNa). PGA adopts an alpha-helical conformation in DMF, whereas in aqueous solution PGNa is a random coil. Fluorescence, UV-vis absorption, and circular dichroism measurements indicate that in our studies pyrene pendants attached themselves along PGA in a clustered manner. Simulations were carried out to establish that the geometry of the PGA alpha-helix induces the high level of pyrene clustering. Since the level of pyrene clustering decreased with lower pyrene content, information about naked PGA was retrieved by extrapolating the trends obtained by fluorescence to zero pyrene content. Analysis of the fluorescence decays demonstrated that during its lifetime an excited pyrene probes a 32 amino acid section of the PGA alpha-helix. This result was supported by molecular mechanics optimizations. This study establishes that the blob model, originally used to monitor the encounters between pyrenes attached randomly onto a polymer adopting a random coil conformation, can also be applied to study the dynamics of the side chains of structured proteins. Since the blob model helps in monitoring the encounters between amino acids in the initial state (i.e., random coil) and in the final state (i.e., structured protein) of the folding pathway of a protein, it could be applicable to the study of protein folding.